
Maths Identifying Halves, Thirds & Quarters of Shapes 

There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary. You will need to watch the 
video to complete the tasks. 

halves quarters thirds 

Talk Task: Shade one part of each shape to match the fraction 
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Independent Task: 
Match the correct fraction to the shapes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fractions – thirds

This	cake	has	been	cut	in	to	3	equal	parts. 
Each	part	is	called	one	third.

This	cake	has	been	cut	in	to	3	equal	parts.
Each	part	is	call	one	third. This can be written as 1

3
.

1	 	Circle	the	fractions	that	have	one	third	(1
3
)	shaded.	



Reading The Iron Man 

1. Why does Hogarth notice the Iron Man? Circle the 
correct answer

2. What does Hogarth do when he sees the Iron Man on top 
of the cliff?

_______________________________________________________ 

3. Draw three lines to match the character to their 
reaction.

His father began to cry. 

His little sister grew pale. 

His mother Frowned. 

skyline – The line where the earth and sky look like they meet 
figure – the shape or outline of someone or something 
twilight – the light in the sky between sunset and full light 
gasping – breathing in suddenly or with difficulty 

Chapter 2: The Return of the Iron 
Man 

Pages 19 – 22 

The Iron Man 
spoke to him 

He saw the Iron 
Man running 

He felt he was 
being watched 



Chapter 2: The Return of the Iron Man 

One evening a farmer’s son, a boy called Hogarth, was fishing 
in a stream that ran down to the sea. It was growing too dark 
to fish, his hook kept getting caught in weeds and bushes. So 
he stopped fishing and came up from the stream and stood 
listening to the owls in the wood further up the valley, an to 
the sea behind him. Hush, said the sea. And again, Hush. Hush. 
Hush.  

Suddenly he felt a strange feeling. He felt he was being 
watched. He felt afraid. He turned and looked up the steep 
field to the top of the high cliff and the sea. And on that 
skyline, just above the edge of it, in the dusk, were two green 
lights. What were two green lights doing at the top of the 
cliff? 

Then, as Hogarth watched, a huge dark figure climbed up over 
the cliff-top. The two lights rose into the sky. They were the 
giant figure’s eyes. A giant black figure, taller than a house, 
black and towering in the twilight, with green headlamp eyes.  
 
The Iron Man! There he stood on the cliff-top looking inland.  
 
Hogarth began to run. He ran and ran. Home. Home. The Iron 
Man had come back.  
 
So he got home at last and gasping for breath he told his dad. 
An Iron Man! An Iron Man! A giant! His father frowned. His 
mother grew pale. His little sister began to cry.  



Writing   Character Description: The Iron Man 
There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary 

When writing a character description, we must think about: 

• What the character looks like
• How the character acts, speaks and moves
• Using interesting adjectives

Adjectives are words that we use to describe a noun. 

The Iron Man is taller than a tree and made from metal.  

Here are some adjectives you might use to describe the Iron Man: 

 

Voice 

booming clear confident echoing  hushed 

whispering loud quiet croaking 

Movement 

slowly quickly limping  racing strutting 

stumbling stomping crawling loudly 



Task 1: Fill in the table below using adjectives to describe how think 
Iron Man might speak and how he moves. Use the word mats to help 
you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We have thought about what the Iron Man looks like on the outside. 
What do you think his character is like?  
 
Here are some adjectives you might use to describe Iron Man’s 
personality.  

 

What other adjectives can you think of? 

 

Task 2 Choose three adjectives to describe Iron Man’s character. 
Write them below. 
 
 

1. _______________________________________________ 
 
 

2. _______________________________________________ 
 
 

3. _______________________________________________ 

 

grumpy   kind    helpful   mean 

 

angry   generous  friendly  unfriendly 

 

respectful   cruel   caring   shy 



Wombat Wombats are marsupials, so young's stay in their 
mothers’ pouch for six months, like kangaroos. 

Wombats are nocturnal, they dig their dens to stay 
in during the day. Wombats can dig dens up to 33 
yards long! 

If a Wombat is annoyed it will make sort of 
a hissing growl warning others to back off.  

Koalas Koalas are marsupials, which means their babies 
are born in a pouch and live there for the beginning 
of their life.  

Eucalyptus tree these are the Koala's favourite 
trees, in fact they rarely come down and they love 
to eat the leaves. 

Numbat Numbats eat termites. They have a long sticky 
tongue to eat them. Numbats find termites with 
their noses and by feeling vibrations on the ground. 

Other than humans the Numbat has predators 
including cats and foxes. Their stripped fur helps 
them to camouflage in their woodland habitat. 

Kiwi Kiwis are flightless birds from New Zealand. They 
are approximately the size of a chicken. 

Most kiwi are nocturnal birds. 

Kiwis are omnivores. Their favourite foods are 
worms. They also eat berries, seeds and some 
leaves. 

Humanities  What is the continent of Oceania like?
There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary

Native Animals of Oceania

https://www.kiwisforkiwi.org/about-kiwi/kiwi-facts-characteristics/nocturnal-bird/


Task 1: Research you own animal native to the continent of Oceania 
and write a fact file about them below. 

Animal: ____________________________________________ 

Interesting information:

• ________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

• ________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

• ________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 



Music What is Pitch? 

 

Hello Song 

Hello, hello, it’s good to see you 

Hello, hello, it’s good to see you 

I must say, you’ve made my day 

Hello, hello, hello 

Singing Voice 

This is how my singing voice sings in high pitch 

This is how my singing voice sings in low pitch 

Goodbye Song  

Goodbye, goodbye, 

It’s time to go now 
Goodbye, goodbye 
It’s time to go now 

I must say, you’ve made my day 
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye 



Maths Answers:  

Independent Task:  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fractions – thirds 
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